
SoaperMonkeyTM

Benefits 
At-A-Glance:

• Significantly reduces 
labor

• Faster, more 
consistent pulls

• Safer procedure & 
working environment

• Clean operation, 
fast set-up and clean-up

• Superior wire lubrication

With the SoaperMonkey, the days of hand-lubricating wire pulls
are gone forever. No more fingers caught in conduits. No more
back strain. No more messy lube everywhere—SoaperMonkey
deposits the lube directly onto the wires, not on you, the floor or
the walls.

SoaperMonkey pays for itself in 2 weeks or less!
SoaperMonkey saves you time, labor and manpower, and it pays
for itself in just a week or two of continual use. And a job that up
to now had required two people can be accomplished quickly
and easily by just one.

Quicker, Cleaner, Easier, Safer, Smoother, More Efficient
Wire Pulls. The SoaperMonkey takes only minutes to set-up. 
If you can attach a quick-coupling and step on a foot switch, 
then you can operate SoaperMonkey—It’s literally that easy.

SoaperMonkey isn’t just a new product, it is an entirely new, highly
efficient way to work.

With SoaperMonkey, electricians, utility, telecommunications 
and maintenance workers will now simply...

“Let the monkey do it!”

www.soapermonkey.com

Introducing The World’s First and Only
Hands-Free Wire Lubricating System!

Electricians, Utility,

Telecommunications

and Maintenance Workers: 

Wire-Pull Lubrication

Will Never Be The Same.

“I believe the SoaperMonkey will become the industry standard
just in the labor savings alone.”
GREG BAIRAM

Longchamps Electric, Inc

“With the

SoaperMonkey 

we’ll never lube

wire by hand

again!”
PAUL ROY

Longchamps Electric, Inc
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Optional Features:
Dolly: Convenient heavy-duty dolly holds 5-gallon lube bucket, pump and battery.

Carrying Tray: Conveniently holds one gallon pump and battery.

Made in the USA

SoaperMonkey Benefits:
Reduces Labor: Sets up in only one minute. It’s easy to use, saving time and effort.
Operated by one person instead of the two required with manual lubrication—
a significant savings in labor overhead.

Faster Pulls: SoaperMonkey allows for easy, consistent feeds—which means fewer
stops and starts inherent with the manual process.

Safer Pulls: SoaperMonkey is a hands-free operation. The lube is delivered auto-
matically, and the feeder’s hands remain at a safe distance from the conduit opening.
There’s no more back strain caused by the bending and twisting required with the
now obsolete manual operation. And, unlike the messy manual method, with
SoaperMonkey there’s less chance of slipping on lube, because none gets spilled.

Clean Operation: Total clean-up time is reduced from one hour to one minute.
Even with vertical pulls, there’s virtually no leaking lube, which means no more big
mess during and after the wire pull. Imagine, no lube on hands, tools, equipment,
floors, environment…anywhere. Even your walkie-talkies stay clean.

Superior Wire Lubrication: All the lubricant is applied onto the wire and it all
stays there, protecting the wire from scraping and straining while providing for much
smoother pulls.

SoaperMonkey Features:
Fits any size conduit: Rugged Cast Aluminum Body — 12 different sizes
(1/2”, 3/4”, 1”, 1-1/4”, 1-1/2”, 2”, 2-1/2”, 3”, 3-1/2”, 4”, 5”, 6”)
Also Available in Commercial Plastic.

Bell Fitting Option: 8 sizes of bell fittings (1-1/2” —  6”) for threadless conduits.

5-Gallon Pump: Pump works with all brands of lubricant on the market (lubricants
w/silicone balls not recommended). Pump transports lube a maximum of 10-feet,
with lighter viscosity lubes up to 20-feet. (Also available in a one gallon pump.)

Power Supply: 12-volt DC battery with both a 110-volt charger and 12-volt 
DC charger (Ordering an extra battery will mean less downtime between charges.)

Carrying Cases: Durable cases, featuring a patent-pending seal designed to keep
Soapers lubricated when not in use.


